
METALS AND NONMETALS

Sumith is studying in class nine, one day his father decided to 
purchase an old house. Sumith along with his father went to see that
old house. He noticed that the house is having an iron gate which is 
faded. When he asked about that his father told that it is rusting. 
Also his father told that millions of tons of iron are losing because of 
rusting nature. Sumith recalled that the great iron pillar in Delhi is 
not rusted even it is 2000 years old. He decided to perform an 
experiment based on rusting. He setted an apparatus as given below
and performed the experiment. Finally, he concluded that iron will 
rust when it comes in contact with moistened air. Sumith know the 
ships are made of iron plates which is in touch with saline water.

Q.1)                         LEVEL-5

ITEM NO 1
COMPETENCY IDENTIFIES PHENOMENON SCIENTIFICALY
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS METALS AND NON METALS
CONTEXT GLOBAL
QUESTION FORMAT MCQ
COGNITIVE DEMAND HIGH
Q-1 Rusting is very slow in boiled water…..

Reason: -
1) Boiled water doesn’t have any dissolved oxygen
2) Boiled water splits in to oxygen which will make iron tom rust
3) The heat of boiled water makes iron to rust very fast
4) No effect for boiled water on iron nail



Q.2) LEVEL-4

ITEM NO 2
COMPETENCY EXPLAINS PHENOMENON SCIENTIFICALLY
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS METALS AND NON METALS
CONTEXT GLOBAL
QUESTION FORMAT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE
COGNITIVE DEMAND HIGH
Q-2 Do you think that corrosion is a very serious problem? List some suggested methods to 

prevent corrosion?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Q.3) LEVEL-4

ITEM NO 3
COMPETENCY EXPLAINS PHENOMENON SCIENTIFICALLY
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS METALS AND NON METALS
CONTEXT GLOBAL
QUESTION FORMAT ATTITUDE
COGNITIVE DEMAND MEDIUM
Q-3 CIRCLE YES OR NO

a) Rusting will be very fast when iron nail is in oil
b) Gold ring will rust in water
c) Only gases causes rusting

YES/NO
YES/NO 
YES/NO



Q.4)                         LEVEL-6

ITEM NO 4
COMPETENCY ANALYSE AND CONSTRUCT
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS METALS AND NON METALS
CONTEXT GLOBAL
QUESTION FORMAT CONSTRUCT
COGNITIVE DEMAND VERY HIGH
Q-4 Large ships floating in sea water will not rust easily

Reason:-

Answer key

Item-1

Full credit:-Option a

No credit: - any other option

ITEM-2

FULL CREDIT

Yes, Because of corrosion we are losing metal.

Painting, putting oil on surface, galvanisation, electrical protection

PARTIAL CREDIT

If only first answer is written

NO CREDIT

For any other answer

ITEM-3



FULL CREDIT

a) No
b) No
c) No

NO CREDIT

For any other answer

ITEM-4

Full Credit

Iron plates in ships got protection called electrical protection, for that some 
other metals will be connected with iron.

Partial credit

Iron will get protection when it is connected to another metal

NO CREDIT

For any other response

PISA QUESTION-2



 Raghu is studying in class X.Oneday during night time when he was 
studying he noticed that it is heavily raining outside. His mother immediately 
told him to take torch else electric supply may cut at any time and he will be in 
dark. But he noticed that torch is not working. He told his mother about this 
situation, immediately mother given a battery and told him to put it inside the 
tourch.Reghu replaced the battery. He asked his mother why old battery is not 
working. Is all batteries are like this? His mother replied that all batteries are not
like that some batteries are reusable but someone not.Reghu became more 
curious and he asked his chemistry teacher about his doubt. Teacher told him 
that cells are of two kinds primary and secondary. Teacher told him that in 
Apollo space programme an entirely different cell is used. Also teacher told that 
Lithium is the most demanding metal by almost all nations.

Read the above passage and answer the following…..

1)

Question format MCQ
Level Low

The cell used in tourch is very useful and is called by this name
a) Button cell
b) Dry cell
c) Nickel cell
d) Storage cell

2)

    

Do
you think Lead storage battery can be used in Apollo space shuttle, Support

your      answer with suitable points?

3)

It is very essential to find out alternative source of energy so we started using 
hydrogen as fuel, Suggest how hydrogen can be a best fuel and how much effectively 
this gas is used in some cells

Question format Descriptive
Level High

Question format Descriptive
Level High


